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1

Introduction

Engineering design is the process of satisfying requirements by
developing and synthesizing building blocks into meaningful
designs that meet the requirements to fulfill needs and desires.
Requirements satisfaction depends both on how well requirements
are identified, and how well these are applied during the design
process [1]. The process and resulting design are at times novel,
creative and innovative, and at times routine. Design synthesis is
the area of research that focuses on developing guidelines, methods and tools for supporting creation of such solutions. Computerbased design synthesis is important for two reasons: it is
sometimes hard to develop novel solutions due to limitations of
knowledge or fixation. Here, computers can help designers explore
new directions by providing a wider variety of possibilities thereby
expanding the range of solutions that are normally considered and,
possibly, improving novelty. The other difficulty is the tedium in
some design synthesis tasks, e.g., during routine design. In this
case, computers can automate tasks, leaving more time for creative
activities, and help reduce errors, thus improving value.
Contributed by the CAD/Solid Modeling Committee of ASME for publication in
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received October 5, 2010; final manuscript received February 2, 2011; published
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In this paper, three major synthesis themes are reviewed: function-based synthesis, grammar-based synthesis, and analogybased design. Function-based synthesis focuses on developing
representations of a design problem in terms of its functions and
producing solutions from functional models. Grammar-based synthesis focuses on developing formal grammars, which contain a
design vocabulary and rules that are applied interactively or automatically by computers for transforming initial designs into a
wide variety of new designs. Analogy-based design involves identifying analogical knowledge for solving a given design problem
and transferring this knowledge to develop solutions, with special
focus on case-based design and biologically-inspired design.

2

Function-Based Synthesis

The front end of the conceptual design process has seen few
attempts at automation, perhaps due in part to the evolving strategies and methodologies that exist for this phase of design. However, over the past decade, several methodologies have coalesced
around the functional decomposition and partial solution manipulation techniques originally introduced by Pahl and Beitz [2], e.g.,
[3–12]. These methodologies take designers through steps that
help decompose a design problem and build conceptual solutions
based on the intended, product functionality. Functional modeling
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methods abstract the intended functionality of a solution from customer needs, ideally removing designer biases that may be introduced by focusing on specific solutions too early in the design
process. This abstraction helps designers generate more complete
conceptual solutions and balance design choices among alternative components with the same functionality [2].
Research into the benefits of structured design methods (e.g.,
[13]) coupled with research into designers’ reluctance to use them
(e.g., [14,15]) seem to point toward the need for the seemingly tedious stages of systematic design to employ some level of automation
to help integrate the benefits of a structured method with the more
natural activities of a designer–a need that is most evident during
the early phases of conceptual development.
Computational tools for conceptual design do exist, yet these tools
often address areas that support aspects such as initial requirements
gathering (e.g., organizational tools such as the TikiWiki project
[16]), the creation of function structures (e.g., the function grammar
tool developed in Ref. [17]), or optimization of well-established concepts (e.g., [18]) rather than the translation of functional requirements
into creative solutions.
2.1 Fundamental Developments Supporting
Functional Synthesis
2.1.1 Product Function Representations. Function is variously described, the two convergent alternative meanings being
device-centric and environment-centric [19,20]. Functional modeling is often considered a fundamental abstraction and a key step
in the conceptual design process [5,21–26]. Its application allows
design problems to be quickly abstracted without the need to consider potential components, known solution principles or design
impossibilities. Functional modeling from a constrained list of
computer parseable terms can trace its roots back to value analysis
with the work of Miles [23] and Rodenacker [27]. This early work
is expanded through the proposal of additional functions by Roth
[28], and further formalized through the Koller’s proposal of
twelve basic functions [29]. At a high level of abstraction, Pahl
and Beitz develop a list of five generally valid functions and three
flow types [30]. Hundal then proposes a set of six function classes
[31], but excludes the flow of information, which is re-added by
Little et al., with the functional basis set [32]. Standardized sets of
function and flow terms are proposed separately by Szykman et
al. [33] and Stone and Wood [34]. These terms are reconciled by
Hirtz et al. into the functional basis [35] to form a standard lexicon consisting of two sets of morphemes—one for functions and
another for flows.
Beyond functional basis modeling, various parallel functional
modeling and associated synthesis techniques have been proposed
and explored to aid design. Alternative to the view of developing
function models using a vocabulary of general functions independent of artifacts is the complementary view, originated by Hubka
and Ernst Eder [7], where functions at a higher level of abstraction
can be decomposed further only with the assumption of the means
with which to fulfill these functions. It was further demonstrated
by Chakrabarti et al., theoretically [36] and empirically [37] that
functions cannot be further decomposed, while ensuring both convergence to solutions and solution-neutrality. Function-means tree
is the generic name given to this coupled nature of functions and
structures [38]; similar concept is used in synthesis of computer
programs [39]. A variety of systems have been developed to computationally support synthesis as development of function-means
trees, interactively [e.g. 40,41] or automatically [36,42,43].
Either of these approaches requires mapping descriptions of function to descriptions of means to fulfill the function, sometime requiring multiple levels of abstraction to connect the overall function and
the final structure. Various models to support functional synthesis
have been created, starting from the initial function-structure models
[e.g., 39], to transformation-function-organ-structure model [7],
transformation-organ-structure model [38], function-behaviourstructure model [44], structure-behavior-function model [45],
021003-2 / Vol. 11, JUNE 2011

function-behavior-state model [46], function-environment-behaviorstructure model [47], function-behavior-component model using
Bond-graphs [48], and the more recent and comprehensive StateAction-Part-Phenomena-Input-organ-Effect (SAPPhIRE) model of
causality [49], each with associated synthesis support. More complete reviews can be found in Refs. [36, 50–56].
Design Knowledge Collection and Storage. Designers often develop conceptual designs that draw inspiration from previous
design knowledge [57–61]. This inspiration-based approach, a
form of design by analogy, is discussed further in Sec. 4. Here, we
consider fundamental underpinnings that allow functional knowledge about a product or artifact to be collected and stored to support knowledge reuse.
The main objective of using a design repository is to facilitate
storage and retrieval of design knowledge at various levels of
abstraction, from form to architecture to function, during the product development process. Building on the functional basis representation, a prototypical design repository–following the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-proposed format–
has been developed [62–64] to support design archival and reuse–
essentially within-domain design by analogy. Currently, the
repository is housed within the Design Engineering Lab at Oregon
State University, and contains design information for approximately 150 consumer-based electro-mechanical products. The
repository currently follows the NIST schema, and identifies artifact-, function-, failure-, physical-, performance-, sensory-, and
media-related information for each product in XML format [65].
The variety in levels of abstraction and types of design information provide innovative ways to approach design. Initially, artifact
information in the repository was recorded in spreadsheets in the
form of a collection of files of bills of materials, function component matrices, and design structure matrices. This information was
migrated to a more rigorously defined database.
More recently, Oregon State has partnered with UT-Austin
[66,67], Penn State [65], Virginia Tech, Bucknell [68], University
of Buffalo, Drexel [69], and Texas A&M to expand the types of
design information and breadth of design tool features within the
repository. The design repository serves as a hub for designers for
information exchange and design generation tools. Information
entry and retrieval occurs within a standalone application [70]
(see http://designengineeringlab.org/repositoryEntry/), while information retrieval occurs over the Internet through the design
repository web portal (see http://repository.designengineeringlab.
org/). The infrastructure supporting these two applications is the
design repository information ontology [65]. The ontology
describes what types of design information can be stored, relationships among those elements, and the extensibility of including
new and additional types of design information.
2.2 Computer-Aided Functional Synthesis. Computerized
concept generation techniques, spanning the broad automatic input
topics of knowledge representation and reasoning, promise faster
realization of potential design solutions based upon previously
known products and implementations. While the area of automated
concept generation has made great strides in recent years, most
methods still require the user to indicate desired functionality.
Using functional descriptions has been shown to help engineers
stray away from pre-trained ideas of how a product or device would
look and operate [4]. Two of the automated function-based synthesis methods under development today rely solely on the user’s ability to develop functional descriptions of their desired product. Both
these methods make use of a repository of design information
including component connection and component functionality. A
component naming taxonomy to classify product artifacts was formulated to standardize the output of the automated function-based
synthesis methods [71]. Each artifact is classified under a specific
component name according to its primary functionality.
The recent foundations for concept generation through computational reasoning have been based on formalisms for describing
Transactions of the ASME
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function or purpose in engineering design. Some results from this
research include automated morphological matrix generation from
the design repository [72,73], more expansive overall concept
generation algorithms based on the empirical knowledge of function-component connections in the form of relational matrices
[64,66] and graph grammar rules [74,75] (which are detailed further in Sec. 3) that, when combined with a search mechanism,
automatically creates conceptual designs. These automated concept generation algorithms give designers the ability to quickly
generate concepts based on knowledge stored in the design repository. The two complementary methods both rely on repository information, utilize matrix manipulation and graph-grammar rules.
The matrix manipulation-based concept generation method, morphological evaluation machine and interactive conceptualizer
(MEMIC), translates the input function structure into a matrix
form that describes the adjacency between functions. This input
undergoes a series of matrix multiplications that map functionality
to solutions (components) and filters out infeasible componentto-component connections based on the repository data. The output of MEMIC is a set of concept variants that solve the input
functionality [14].
From a perspective different from the function modeling
approach discussed above, a number of research efforts have sought
to establish a generic computational scheme for electromechanical
design, including those for sensor synthesis [76]. While these methods do not all utilize as formal a functional language as expert
human designers tend to use, such approaches have been shown to
successfully synthesize new electromechanical configurations.
These methods use a variety of computer techniques including casebased reasoning [77], constraint programming [78], qualitative symbolic algebra [79], or geometric algebras [45,80]. One of the most
historically significant among these is PRIDE [81], which uses
expert systems techniques for design of paper handling systems.
In the approaches reviewed, the repeating refrain is that computational synthesis approaches tend to be computationally complex,
often producing an overwhelming number of concept variants that
are impossible to explore without support; efficient algorihms and
appropriate methods are needed to realistically identify and
explore all feasible solutions. Efficient algorithms to generate solutions [82], Heuristic techniques [83], and side effects detection
techniques [84] to prune solutions, novel visualisation techniques
to explore representative cases in large solution spaces [85], and
structure sharing to create resource-effective solutions [86,87] are
some of the potential approaches for dealing with creation and
handling of large, realistic solution spaces. As shown by Fricke
[88], balanced search, e.g. the ideal approach proposed in Ref.
[89] where synthesis progresses through multiple divergence and
convergence steps, is a possible answer to this. Furthermore, those
results show that subtle challenges in a given design problem may
not always be captured in the specification of initial function, and
thus many results were not relevant to the user’s needs [90,91].
Consequently, the proof of concept designer preference modeler
[92] was created to find within the large set of results which concepts were most meaningful to the designer. By ranking select
concepts, the search mechanism learns what aspects of the concept the user prefers, and seeks solutions that maximize the preferred aspects.

3

Design Synthesis Using Generative Grammars

An important aspect of conceptual design is the generation of a
wide range of alternative designs that encourage designers to
“think outside the box”. Generative grammars are used to computationally encode knowledge about creating designs, either a certain class or style, which can be used to rapidly generate design
alternatives. Both standard and novel solutions can be generated,
that often go beyond a designer’s normal approach to expand their
thinking and spark creativity. Generative grammars can also be
used to better understand solution spaces, including the complex
constraints that often define them, also as they evolve and change

over time under influences from other domains, e.g., changing
customer desires and manufacturing capabilities.
Engineering grammars are a class of production systems that
capture design knowledge by defining a vocabulary and rule-set,
which operates over the vocabulary, to generate a set of designs,
called the design language. While many grammar types exist [93],
the most prevalent in engineering design are graph and spatial
grammars. The term spatial grammars is used to describe all kinds
of grammars that define languages of shape, e.g. string grammars,
set grammars, shape grammars, and graph grammars [94].
An engineering design grammar is developed and applied using
the following main steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Determine representation, e.g. string, set, shape or graph.
Define vocabulary.
Define grammar rules.
Define initial design.
Generate designs within the language, which includes recognizing where and how a rule applies and applying it to generate a new design.
6. Modify the language, e.g., vocabulary and rules, and return
to step 4.
The typical view is to define a left-hand side (LHS) of rule conditions that define when the rule is valid and a right-hand side
(RHS) of rule modifications, which can involve adding, subtracting, or modifying objects. The LHS is matched to a sub-graph, or
sub-shape, in the working graph, or shape, which is replaced by
the defined graph, or shape, in the RHS of the rule. This “if-then”,
or LHS!RHS format, is common to all grammar formalisms.
This section provides a review of both spatial and graph grammars focusing on major advances in the last 10 years. Many engineering design grammars have been developed that capture the
language of different domains; see Ref. [95] for a review. However, a main roadblock to achieving wider impact, especially in
conceptual design, has been to support designers in the iterative
development of a grammar, without having to program it directly,
and its application to rapidly generate alternative designs. Thus,
two focal points of the review include recent advances in providing grammar interpreters as well as automatic learning of grammars. A grammar interpreter is defined as a software program that
interactively and graphically supports the steps defined above,
without the need for extensive programming.
3.1 Graph Grammars. Graph grammars were originally
described as graph rewriting systems, and built on a rich body of
work in the 1950’s on string grammars [96–98]. Over the past 50
years, the advances in expert-systems, object-oriented programming
and even graphical-user interfaces have brought graph grammars to
a level ripe for capturing real and complex engineering design rules.
One example is GrGen, which is an application-independent,
open-source software framework for the implementation and development of graph grammars. It provides for the development of an
expressive, turing-complete rule language with extremely fast rule
execution [99]. Integrating GrGen, the open-source software BOOGIE
takes an object-oriented approach to defining a meta-model, or vocabulary, [100] to provide a hierarchical structure for vocabulary
definition and enhance its extendibility and reusability. The metamodel incorporates different levels of abstraction, i.e., functionbehavior-structure, and defines interconnections between vocabulary, both within one level and between levels, based on the definition of ports. The definition of ports enables the use of generic rules
at all levels, which are independent from the vocabulary definition,
through port matching, in addition to allowing the graphical description of application specific graph rules. A recent application has
been to the synthesis of hybrid power-train architectures from a
high-level function model down to a structure model [101].
The Design Compiler 43 [102] is a general, Eclipse-based, platform for solving design synthesis problems based on the graph
grammars. The knowledge and procedure to solve design
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problems can be formalized in a graph grammar where rules are
matched using subgraph recognition based on regular expressions.
The key advantage is the many interfaces provided to transform
design graphs into analysis models, allowing for integration with
common tools, e.g. CAD and simulation. A recent application is to
the design of satellites [103].
The graph grammar software GraphSynth, has been developed
and successfully used as a basis for automatically synthesizing a
number of engineering designs including sheet metal parts [104],
conceptual electromechanical designs [74], and disassembly
sequences [105]. Through a rich graphical user-interface, one can
create graphs, rules, and sets of rules that define a language of
graph topologies. GraphSynth includes a facility to incorporate
search and parametric optimization routines to automate the creation of designs. In one instance, design repository data are used to
formulate “grammar rules”, currently numbering over 150, to
transform a function structure into a graph of connected components, referred to as a component flow graph (CFG).
A main issue with applying graph grammars in engineering
design is that there is no commonly agreed language for writing
them, i.e., graph grammars, containing rich design knowledge, and
resulting designs are not transferable between systems. Generally,
each research group has their own custom representation and implementation. Research focused on formal, standardized languages,
e.g., SysML or Moka ML [106], as well as using graph grammars
for transforming one model to another would facilitate an exchange
of grammars between researchers and users. While this area of
research in computer science is mature, research is needed to transfer and extend it to meet the complex knowledge representation
requirements in engineering design. One recent approach in this
direction is that of [107] where the formal modeling language
SysML is used to define a set of components, including structure,
dynamic behavior and cost, for which the definition of graph grammar rules is carried out based on the meta-language MOF. This is
successfully applied to generate fluid-power circuits, where rule
application is based on probabilistic selection of rules.
3.2 Spatial Grammars. Spatial grammars have also been
widely used for design synthesis and conceptual design. Shape
rules are defined in the form A!B, where A and B are both
shapes in the vocabulary. Shapes can be represented by strings,
sets, e.g., geometric primitives, shapes defined through maximal
line representations and also graphs, e.g. boundary representations. Here, the matching of rules is different to graph grammars
in that when detecting sub-shape A in working shape C, Euclidean
transformations are used, e.g. translation and rotation, to find
more possible matches. Further, parametric spatial grammars
allow for more generic shape rules to be described where parameter values are then also determined in the matching process.
Recent reviews of shape grammar implementations and interpreters can be found in Refs. [108, 109]. While interpreters for
graph grammars are well underway stemming from the strong
foundation coming from computer science research, similar level
shape grammar interpreters generally lag behind.
An interactive, 3D shape grammar interpreter has recently been
developed by Hoisl and Shea [109] that is integrated with an
open-source CAD system and geometric modeling kernel. It takes a
set grammar approach defining a vocabulary of parameterized
primitives with which both parametric and nonparametric rules
can be developed graphically, making use of common CAD functions for creating and editing geometric objects. To support automatic rule application, it provides automatic matching of the LHS
of rules and automatic application of rules including arbitrary
rotations and translations in combination with assigning parameter
values and adhering to defined parametric relations. The system
has been successfully applied to generate vehicle wheel rims and
cooling fin designs. While limited to 3D primitives, it is a step toward providing a general shape grammar interpreter within a familiar CAD environment.
021003-4 / Vol. 11, JUNE 2011

Shape grammars are often known most for their use of a maximal line representation to enable the detection of sub-shapes, that
is shapes that emerge through shape calculation but are not explicitly represented, e.g., as when using a set grammar. For conceptual
design, recognition and transformation of emergent shapes is an
ultimate goal as it enables a wider variety of shape designs to be
generated, some creative even, that a designer would or could not
produce by hand. A leading system for 3D shape grammars [108]
uses a maximal line representation approach that can handle
straight and curvilinear basic elements in 3D space. The shapes
and rules are created and edited in an external text file and applied
to generate wireframelike shapes. The matching of the LHS,
including sub-shape recognition, is carried out automatically
where the transformation is given by the user.
An engineering approach to parametric subshape recognition
was introduced by McCormack and Cagan [110,111], achieved
through a decomposition of shapes into a hierarchy of subshapes
ordered by their decreasing restrictions. Instances of each subshape are individually located in the design shape and then reconstructed to form an instance of the entire shape. The basis for the
hierarchy of subshapes can be specified by the designer or based
on default spatial relations that come from architectural and engineering knowledge. The levels of the hierarchy are defined so that
the most constrained lines of a shape are those lines that the designer intended exactly. The less constrained segments require
more extensive search but the more specific instances have been
filtered out already, reducing search requirements. A two-step process that uses Bézier curves enables curve-based matches as well.
Another key recent development in the area of subshape detection
is reported in Ref. [112] who take a different approach by recognizing that the problem is similar to that of object recognition in computer vision. Their main contribution is a pixel-based, 2D representation that matches the LHS of a rule to a working shape by
determining the visual similarity between the two using the Hausdorff distance, which is a distance metric for point sets. Since the
method is not based on an explicit geometric model, all shapes that
can be represented through pixels can be considered, coming from
CAD models or sketch-based input. While this is the main advantage
of the approach, which also allows inexact matches using a tolerance variable, a design can get “messy” after applying several rules
making further rule applications not possible after much iteration.
Genesis is currently the only known commercially used spatial
grammar system implemented at Boeing [113]. It is based on the
original shape grammar system that was developed to generate alternative Queen Anne style houses [114]. It is used to support the
interactive generation of tubing designs in aircrafts to enable engineers to explore solution spaces as well as evaluate, compare and
merge design alternatives. A 3D boundary solid shape representation is extended to include hierarchical assembly structures and
interfaces, part classification and functional schematics. Design
rules are formulated through matching conditions and design
transformations, rather than as replacement rules.
3.3 Learning Generative Grammars. An emerging area of
importance is the learning of grammar rules. In practice today,
grammar rules must be “knowledge engineered”, namely a person
must determine what the important features are for design generation and how to formulate the rules. Engineering grammars would
be more readily applied if rules could be learned and adapted on
their own.
Yogev et al. [115] evolved rules within the DNA or genome of
the genetic structure embedded within an initial cell. The evolution modifies the sequence of basic rules creating meta-rules that
dictate how a structure is configured or built. The meta-rule is
influenced by environmental conditions and mutations in the rule
sequence itself. This work is demonstrated on the design of a
structure that evolves to an optimum configuration. The advantage
of this approach is that sophisticated rules can evolve from
smaller rules based on the environmental conditions.
Transactions of the ASME
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A different approach to rule learning has been developed for
use when the sample or class of products exist from which rules
should be learned to generate designs primarily within that class
(although the resulting rules can be used outside of the given parametric range as well). Orsborn et al. [116,117] introduced a statistical approach to rule generation whereby a data set of products
(in their case vehicles) was analyzed by principal component analysis (PCA) to determine similarities and differences between
products in the data set. The analysis is based on a general curvebased representation for the class of products, where the curve
control points are the data that are analyzed. Each successive
component of the PCA provides the most to least variation in a
given dimension of a product. Rules are built based on the curves
highlighted in the analysis. Of note, the rules are based on what
actually has the most variation, not what people describe as discrete components in a product.
Both of these approaches were successful and show promising
directions for rule learning. This is clearly a ripe area for future
research, an area that could significantly impact the breadth of application and use of engineering grammars for conceptual design.
3.4 Key Issues for Generative Grammars. At a recent conference workshop (see http://www2.mech-eng.leeds.ac.uk/users/
men6am/DCC10-SG-Implementation-Workshop.htm), several
key issues were identified to take shape grammars from theory to
useable software. These issues apply to all generative grammars
and are summarized here: (1) supporting designers to articulate
grammars (i.e., vocabulary and rules) in software implementations, (2) defining ways to evaluate implementations, including
identifying a set of benchmark problems, (3) better integration of
generative grammar implementations with other software, e.g.,
CAD and CAE and (4) more methodological support for users in the
process of defining a grammar since this process can also lead to
better understanding of a design problem.
Stemming from the last point, a final issue that needs further
attention in the research community relates to education, which
has also been considered previously by Knight [118]. Generative
grammars are taught only at a relatively small, although growing,
number of universities. However, they have great potential since
their design and application requires formalization of design
knowledge and developing a sound description of the problem to
generate potential solutions. Further, they can foster design exploration and better understanding of the solution space. To support
education, good software implementations and grammar interpreters are one prerequisite. The challenge is also to foster interest
in the area and the building of the right mix of technical, spatial,
and intellectual abilities for their effective use.

4

Design by Analogy

Whether through formal or informal methods, designers often
develop conceptual designs that draw inspiration from previous
design knowledge [57–61]. However, this inspiration approach, a
form of analogy-based design, still lacks widespread computational support. Hindering its application is the fact that analogies
are difficult to retrieve from memory [119]. This section discusses
three overlapping research areas that are centered around analogy:
analogy based design (ABD), case based design (CBD), and
biologically inspired design (BID). ABD provides the broad umbrella, where designing involves identifying and transferring relevant knowledge, from the same or different domains, to solve
design problems. CBD is a sub-area within case based reasoning
(CBR), and solves problems by primarily focusing on identifying
and adapting knowledge from within domain. BID solves problems by identifying and transferring knowledge from biological
domain.
4.1 Analogy Based Design. Wikipedia describes analogy “as
a cognitive process of transferring information from a particular

subject (the analogue or source) to another particular subject (the
target), and a linguistic expression corresponding to such a process.” Analogy is valuable for design; one of the first ABD methods was Gordon [120]. Analogical reasoning is traditionally
categorized in terms of why, what, how and when [121], focusing
on the content of knowledge that makes analogical transfer feasible, describing different types of analogies along these dimensions. In ABD, the why question focuses on the task for which
analogy is used; the what question on the content of knowledge
transferred; the how question on the methods for reminding and
transfer; and the when question on strategic control of processing.
Analogical transfer requires the use of generic abstractions,
which express the structure of relationships between generic types
of objects and processes [121]. For a design process to be analogical, the knowledge transferred from a source case to the target
problem must be an abstract relationship between objects and not
simply an object attribute [122]. As an example of the necessary
abstraction, the mechanism of structure-mapping [57,122] is
essentially independent of task or domain, size of problem or timing of problem solving, content of knowledge, or modality of
knowledge representation. ABD involves learning and transfer of
these abstractions from one design situation to another, where the
abstractions specify the structure of relations among the elements
of a design problem, solution, domain, or strategy, and where
transfer can occur to fulfill any design task in the new situation.
To answer the how question of methods of analogical transfer,
case-based methods are common for within-domain analogies, see
Sec. 4.2. For cross-domain analogical transfer in computational
design, various models such as schema-based model [123] is used
in which knowledge is transferred from a source case to a target
problem by abstracting the solution schema. The abstract problem
schema serves as a retrieval cue for finding a solution schema that
provides a solution to the target problem. In computational design,
the IDEAL system [61,124] (see further below in this section)
uses this method for the conceptual design.
Various descriptive studies are undertaken to understand the
ABD process. Gero and Maher [125] studied its cognitive processes; Davies and Goel [126] studied visual aspects of analogical
transfer; Tseng et al. [127] identified the types of analogies that
impact design creativity; McAdams and Wood [128] developed a
similarity metric for comparing designs produced by analogy;
Wiratunga et al. [129] studied learning strategies used in adapting
design cases; Christensen and Schunn [60] identified the functions
served by analogy in designing novel design concepts.
A variety of systems for design by analogy are developed for
problem formulation and function analysis, mainly using natural
language processing e.g. [130–133]. It is also used for improvement of designs for characteristics other than function, e.g., For
instance, Balazs and Brown [134] developed a computational
approach for design simplification.
The biggest chunk of work in this area focuses on using analogy
to fulfill intended functionality. Goel [121] speaks of three distinct
theories of analogical design: based on Syn [135], Dssua [136],
and Ideal [137]; they, respectively, illustrate three kinds of generic
abstractions in analogy-based creative design: design concepts,
design prototypes, and design patterns.
Syn is a module within a CAD environment for assisting architects in designing spatial layouts of buildings; the basic process
classifies a given design problem into a library of stored design
concepts, retrieves the best matching concept, and instantiates the
concept in the context of the problem to generate a candidate
solution.
Dssua is an interactive system to address mechanical design
problems within architectural designs. It stores knowledge of familiar designs as design prototypes [43], using the functionbehavior-structure model. Transfer is based on similarity between
the structures of the dependency graphs abstracted from the design
prototypes and the initial solutions specified as part of design
problems. Further, Kulinski and Gero [138] proposed a model for
situated analogy in design.
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Ideal uses model based analogy for conceptual design of engineering devices. It contains several kinds of domain knowledge:
design analogues, design patterns, design concepts, generic design
components, and generic domain substances. Design analogues
are expressed using structure-behavior-function model. For transfer, IDEAL develops adaptation goals in terms of the differences
between the functions of the new and the retrieved designs, and
refines the new design by reducing these differences, thereby generating new designs through analogical transfer of design patterns
acquired from earlier design episodes.
4.2 Case Based Design. CBR involves “adapting old solutions to meet new demands, using old cases to explain new situations, using old cases to critique new solutions, or reasoning from
precedents to interpret a new situation.” Kolodner [139]. CBR is a
limiting case of analogical reasoning in which the question of
what to transfer translates into that of what to modify [121]. CBD
is “the process of creating a new design solution by adapting and/
or combining previous design solutions” [140].
Many reviews of CBR exist, e.g., [139–144]. CBR techniques
are a progression from knowledge based systems, with the goal of
alleviating some of their traditional issues with knowledge elicitation, implementation and maintenance [145].
In case-based methods, a designer attempting to solve a target
problem is first reminded of a similar source problem for which
the solution is known. Then the target problem can be solved by
transferring and adapting the source problem solution for the target problem e.g., [5,22,24]. Aamodt and Plaza [142] describe
CBR as a cyclical process comprising four REs: RETRIEVE similar cases; REUSE the cases to solve the problem; REVISE the
proposed solution if necessary, and RETAIN the new solution as
part of a new case. For CBD, the first three steps translate to propose, critique, and modify [146]. This cycle rarely occurs without
human intervention: CBR tools primarily support case retrieval
and reuse, while case revision or adaptation is mainly carried out
by humans [146].
The work on scripts by Schank and Abelson [147] probably
started CBR. Schank produced a cognitive model for CBR based
on the concept of dynamic memory; Kolodner [148,149] used this
to develop the first CBR system CYRUS. Some of the early CBD
systems [140] are CYCLOPS [150] and STRUPLE [151].
A case is a contextualized piece of knowledge representing an
experience, which typically contains the problem that describes
the state of the world when the case occurred, the solution that
states the derived solution to that problem, and/or the outcome
which describes the state of the world after the case occurred
[145]. Case indexing involves assigning indices to cases to facilitate retrieval. The case-base should be organized to provide both
semantic richness of cases and their indices, and methods that
simplify case access and retrieval. These methods are called case
memory models; the two most influential are the dynamic memory model [148,149,152], and the category-exemplar model [153].
Given the description of a problem, retrieval involves using the
indices in the case-memory to retrieve cases similar to the current
problem. Retrieval algorithms include: heuristic/analogical [154],
serial search [155], hierarchical search [156], and simulated parallel search [157]. Adaptation involves modifying the solution
stored in the retrieved case to the needs of the current case; Avramenko and Kraslawski [158] summarize two approaches–structural adaptation and derivational adaptation, and a various
adaptation techniques ranging from no adaptation to case-based
substitution. Kolodner [139] specifies two further methods: substitution methods and special purpose methods. However, automated
case adaptation is particularly difficult.
4.3 Biologically Inspired Design. Biological systems
resource-effectively fulfill various tasks within a variety of environments and constraints; many of these are similar to those in engineering design. Therefore, biological systems offer a rich source
021003-6 / Vol. 11, JUNE 2011

of inspiration for design [159]. BID (also termed biomimicry or
biomimetics) is an emerging area in which ABD is carried out
with biological systems as analogues. Wikipedia defines biomimetics as the examination of nature, its models, systems, processes, and elements to emulate or take inspiration from in order to
solve human problems.
Biologically inspired designs have traditionally been an outcome of individual interest, accidental exposure, or systematic
study [156]. Cross-domain inspiration is found to be a valuable
source for analogical transfer [160]. However, understanding the
BID process and supporting this systematically is only beginning
to be researched.
Descriptive BID studies are relatively few. Helms et al. [161]
analyzed processes in BID projects, and found that both solutions
and problem decompositions were transferred in BID. Compound
solutions were generated using both analogy and problem decomposition Vattam et al. [162]. Arguing that current understanding
of the analogical basis of BID is limited; Vattam et al. [163] analyzed BID processes to develop a model of using creative analogies in BID. Sartori et al. [164] analyzed biomimetic design cases
to identify a generic set of abstraction levels at which biomimetic
transfer occur in design.
Prescriptive studies in BID include developing biomimetic processes, databases, guidelines, tools, and applications. Hill [165,166]
proposed an orientation model for biomimetics that involved goal
setting and solution identification. Schild et al. [167] proposed a systematic approach for identifying biological analogues for a given
problem. Gramann [168] proposed a biomimetic process to support
technical problem solving. Based on analysis of such models, Sartori et al. [165] proposed a generic model of the biomimetic process
with these steps: formulate search objectives; search for biological
analogues; analyze them; and transfer.
Databases of biological systems developed to support BID
include: catalogue sheets [165,166] that capture knowledge about
biological structures and functions; a database of biological effects
structured using TRIZ [169,170]; a database of biological systems
structured using the SAPPhIRE model of causality [49]; functionbased approaches [171], SBF based approaches [172], and
approaches using reverse engineering and ontologies [173,174].
A contrasting approach is proposed by Hacco and Shu [e.g.,
175] where methods are developed to use natural language processing to extract biological information available in documents in
natural-language format; designers can apply analogical reasoning
to transfer this knowledge to the target domain, see [176] for a
review of these.
According to Chakrabarti and Shu [159], both these approaches
have their (de-)merits. While the latter approach requires undertaking neither the structuring effort nor the effort of populating a database using this structure, effort must be invested in developing
appropriate search strategies for locating meaningful information
from the plethora of existing knowledge sources available in natural-language format. The former approaches, in contrast, require
investing substantial effort into prestructuring information, and
entering a meaningful quantity of information using that structure,
for subsequent benefits of easier and more focused search.
Guidelines are proposed: for biomimetic transfer [165] and
composition of biological systems [161]. Several software tools
are developed, e.g. IDEA-INSPIRE [49,177,178], DANE [172],
etc. Various biomimetic applications are developed, e.g., an
Eel-like swimming robot [179] and a millipede-inspired multitracked rover with high obstacle climbing performance [180].
4.4 Key Challenges in Design by Analogy. Two major challenges remain in computational design by analogy research: how to
(automatically) identify what analogical material is relevant for a
given design problem, and how to (automatically) transfer these to
solve the problem. In the context of biologically inspired design,
developing a meta-language with which the source and target
domains can be expressed and mapped remains a major challenge.
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Discussion and Conclusions

A major goal of design synthesis is to support creation of a
large number of alternatives of high value. The review shows a
wide variety of methods proposed to help with generation of alternative problem specifications, a wider variety of design alternatives to fulfill these, and some methods for their evaluation and
improvement.
Several major sub-themes emerge within each theme. Functionbased synthesis methods cluster around the notion of common,
generic functions for problem decomposition, and those that bootstrap function and means to move from abstract, overall functions
to concrete, overall solutions. Grammar based synthesis methods
have two major sub-themes: graph grammars and spatial grammars, both of which define languages of design that can be used to
interactively or automatically generate routine and novel design
solutions. They intersect with function-based synthesis methods
since graph grammars in particular are an effective means to generate concepts starting from a high-level function model down to
product structure and component generation. At the componentlevel, spatial grammars can be integrated to generate both
standard and complex forms within a specified design language.
Analogy-based design focuses on case-based reasoning (mainly
in-domain) and analogical reasoning (mainly cross-domain)
approaches, where the latter draws inspiration increasing in the
emergent theme of biologically inspired design. It is analogybased design where the function- and grammar-based design
approaches may hold the most promise at improving the knowledge transfer from source to target case.
In the last decades, much theory has been laid and research
methods developed for computer-based design synthesis, as
reviewed in this paper. However, major challenges remain, which
are summarized here to drive further research:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

A commonly accepted terminology and language for the field
is still needed to foster exchange of research models, methods
and results.
In biologically inspired design specifically, developing a
meta-language for expressing both source and target domains
remains a major challenge, as does the structuring analogical
materials.
While analogy-based design has taken great strides in retrieval research, adaptation still remains a major challenge,
the difficulty accentuated by the context-specificity of the
possible adaptation options.
Exploration of large solution spaces created by design synthesis methods can be overwhelming, and further research is
needed on appropriate and effective search, evaluation and
optimization methods.
Supporting designers to formalize their knowledge of synthesis in software implementations is a long standing issue
shared with early expert systems and current knowledge
management.
Rigorous means for evaluating synthesis systems, including
common benchmark cases and criteria for assessing quality,
is needed.
Synthesis systems need to be scaled-up to support problem
solving at the levels of complexity expected in practice.
Finally, a better understanding is needed for how synthesis
systems can be integrated in current design processes in practice and with current toolsets.

Research is currently underway by the authors and the research
community at large to address these in order to push computational design synthesis toward use in everyday design practice.
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